
St. Joseph’s School Home and School Association
Meeting Minutes (In person and virtual)

7 pm, March 9, 2022
PRESENT

Christina Mahady, President
Lisa Wrobel, Operations Manager

Sara Rogers, Secretary
Anna Beery
Bri Brekke

Shannon Campbell
Jenna Dwyer

Alex Fitzer
Jilliane Jaeger

Leslie Miller
Sophia Paramo
Jenny Reeves

Angela Richardson
Katie Wilsey

Jenny Wilson
*Additional people attended
virtually, although there was

unfortunately no sound; Christina
and Sara apologize for the mistake!

Red text = Action item for one or more people
Blue text = Teacher/staff approval may be needed

1. Lisa led with a prayer.

2. Interim Administrative Team Updates
a. Lisa said the team is very busy. There have been three interviews for the principal

position in the past week. Discussions will be ongoing for the next week or two.
b. Preparing for next school year has been a big priority, so the new administrators

will be able to jump in and adjust things quickly as needed.
c. Another big task has been focusing on enrollment, as well as discussing what

middle school changes could look like (led by Tom G, Patrick M, and Lori B).
i. Christina asked if there will be three kindergarten classes next year; Lisa

said that it is looking likely that we will have three classes in each grade
K-2.

ii. Sara asked if any teachers have said they are leaving. Lisa said besides
Ms. Schmid, there hasn’t been anything official. There also may be some
teachers moving to different grade levels.

3. Home and School Updates
a. Christina said she hasn’t seen any changes to the H&S Master Plan spreadsheet.

If you are a rep, please put *any* info in that could possibly be valuable next year,
even if it was just a small sign-up.

b. Looking at next year
i. Bri B has volunteered for the secretary position (Sara will be treasurer) and

Alex has volunteered for VP. Thank you!
ii. Reps, please consider having one person from each grade either step down

for a year or two off, or switching to another grade. The goal is to have two
reps that overlap by a year so ideas and knowledge isn’t lost. We may
switch to having three reps for K/1/2. We will be opening up spots to the
community hopefully in May and would like to get anyone involved who is
interested!

c. Service opportunities
i. Last month, a family stepped forward to recommend prayers being said

(signed up for) during the search for new administrators.



ii. Now, with the Capiz and Vitale/Welk families needing prayers, Christina
reached out to those families (or their friends) to put together the new
prayer sign up. She also already had a great response from one family who
said that they can’t always contribute money to needs, so they really
appreciated being able to be a part of the community in this way.

iii. Visitation has a “sunshine coordinator” that organizes things such as this for
their school community. This is maybe something we can look into offering
next year.

d. No budget
i. Christina shared that while we still don’t have an actual budget, we do have

some profit and loss reports from the last five years. Christina and Sara and
Patrick will be meeting more about details in the next month.

ii. Unfortunately, these reports didn’t mention anything having to do with
carnival. Lisa said (as well as other reps) that she knows all about carnival
and can share whatever Christina needs.

iii. Christina believes we have plenty of money this year, but that we want to
provide more transparency to parents in the future as to what their dues are
for and what specifically H&S funds and also raises.

4. Gala Recap
a. Volunteers

i. Christina shared that Katie Sullivan is looking for Gala co-chairs and just
generally more volunteers for gala next year. She would also like to have a
succession plan, where things are handed off instead of restarting each
year. Please let Katie or Christina know if you are interested.

ii. Sophia also mentioned that it can be something small, too; there are many
small roles as well as the committee.

b. Lisa asked how people liked the February date, and everyone seemed to say it
worked well. Then she asked about a Friday, versus a Saturday, and there were
mixed feelings. Some who work or have a lot of little kids or are coming from the
school said it was too tight on timing to get there by 5:30. It was suggested that it
could start at 6 instead.

c. Teacher Appreciation Gift Bags
i. Thank you to Christina, Shannon K, and Sara for putting these together, as

well as everyone’s donations!
ii. There are notes on this in the H&S Master Plan.
iii. Bri asked what happens if these don’t get purchased. Christina said that

they all get covered.
iv. Bri asked if we have final numbers for income; Lisa said they are still

working on it.

5. Upcoming/Ongoing Events
a. Christina reminded everyone that the Recess Helper and Lunchroom Helper

sign-ups are both live, so please sign up if you can. Lisa shared that a parishioner
is also helping out in the lunchroom now.

b. Used Uniform Sale



i. Bri shared that the sign up for volunteers is ready and Lisa will be sending it
out soon. Volunteers that day will also be helping to organize and clean out
the storage closet.

ii. The sale will be 12-1:30 on Sunday, March 20.
c. Donuts with Dads

i. Lisa said this is tentatively planned for the morning of March 18, but waiting
on approval. If it happens, volunteers will be needed.

ii. Jenny R offered to pick up the donuts if delivery isn’t an option that day.
d. Art Adventure

i. Bri said this is going really well. She is working on getting a bus grant and
getting the field trips lined up.

ii. Sara mentioned that some parents aren’t aware of what Art Adventure is,
and asked Lisa to remind the teachers to say something more about it in
their weekly newsletters, if they haven’t already.

e. Upcoming Field Trips
i. K goes to Dodge next week. 3rd will go on 4/13, 2nd already went, and 1st

will go in May for their farm tour. Lisa is also lining up a preschool (4’s and
4/5's) field trip for May, as well as the MIA for Ard Adventure for grades K-5.

f. Carnival
i. Lisa said it would be inside because of rain potential and to keep kids from

running off. The building gets hot, so the earlier the better. Many Fridays
were discussed but because of MAP testing and days off, May 6 and 13
have the most potential. Lisa will look into it and confirm if one of those
days works.

ii. Alex and Jenny W offered to chair Carnival this year, with help from Bri,
Christina, and others. Thank you!

iii. Christina said that a “Carnival After Hours”-type of party was suggested by
a parent who thought that we could have something more informal
(compared to Gala) for parents to get together.

1. The specific suggestion was a cornhole tournament.
2. The Middle School part of Carnival was discussed, as this requires a

lot of time and may not lend itself to something being able to happen
that same evening for the parents. It was generally agreed that it
might need to be a different night.

3. Christina asked if we need a liquor license for different scenarios,
and Lisa wasn’t sure but said that getting a license for these types of
events is fairly easy.

4. A food truck idea was floated, as well as a trivia night, and both had
positive responses.

5. Bingo was brought up also, to bring back next year as a more
family-friendly event.

g. Fitness Fun Day/Field Day
i. Christina asked if we should approach Mr. Reyes about running a field day

this year, and how he would like to do it (same as past years or different).
Lisa said that he will remember it since he was a student here and will likely
have good ideas.



ii. Sara asked if anyone would like to be the one to contact Mr. Reyes and
start planning, and Jenny R volunteered, as well as possibly Shannon
(thank you!).

h. Class-level Parent Get-Togethers
i. Alex said that 1st grade will have a gathering in late March and asked if she

should have any sort of agenda; Christina answered no, to just have fun.
ii. Lisa said that reps can bring receipts in to her for reimbursement for some

appetizers.
iii. Angela and Shannon are working on ideas for K parents.
iv. Other reps can also think about doing something similar.

i. Gertens Fundraiser
i. Christina said this is live, and the number of volunteers needed will depend

on volume purchased. She is hoping to set it up similar to the way Angela
has shared that Dodge has set up their pick-ups, with an assigned time-slot.

ii. The location for pick-up was discussed and the front church parking lot was
agreed on. Angela pointed out that it may be nice to have somewhere
indoors be close, in case of rain. Lisa will look into what space may be
available in the shed.

j. Minted fundraiser: Christina will launch this in the fall, within the planned H&S
letter listing volunteer and fundraising opportunities.

k. FamFare Kitchen: Christina said that we will do one night towards the end of the
school year; she will reach out to Libby Mehaffey to plan it.

l. Retirement Celebration for Greg
i. Lisa met with Pat and Tom G, then with Greg to discuss what he would

prefer. Greg would like to do something after a Sunday Mass in May with
root beer floats.

ii. Lisa will look at the calendar of the parish and school and schedule a date,
then let H&S know.

iii. Gifts were discussed.
m. Grandparents Day

i. Christina would like to see this brought back.
ii. Lisa said she had been talking with Mrs. Lamusga about an Art Day and

that these may be good to coordinate together.
iii. Lisa also shared that some feedback from previous years is that the stairs

can be hard to navigate to classrooms, so it would be better to have an
event within the Great Room after the school Mass.

n. Spirit Wear: Angie Hanzal has agreed to take this on next year. Thank you!
o. One or Two Reps for Specialists: we all agreed it would be a great idea to have

some reps assigned to the specialists to help coordinate all of their events and
needs.

6. Upcoming meeting dates: Apr 13, May 11. It was discussed that meetings this fall will
likely begin in August.

7. Questions: There were no questions. Meeting concluded.

Minutes submitted by Sara Rogers
Minutes approved by Christina Mahady


